The LHC is making strides in the exploration of the properties of the newly discoverd Higgs boson, h. In Refs. 7-9 the compatibility of the proton-proton data reported in the Run I period with the presence of a heavy scalar, H, with a mass around 270 GeV and its implications were explored. This boson would decay predominantly to H → Sh, where S, is a lighter scalar boson. The production cross-section of pp → H(→ Sh) + X is considerable and it would significantly affect the inclusive rate of h. The contamination from this new production mechanism would depend strongly on the final state used to measure the rate of h. The contamination in the rate measurement of V h(→ bb), V = Z, W is estimated to be small. This statement does not depend strongly on assumptions made on the decay of S.
Introduction
With the observation of a Higgs-like scalar, h, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) the field of particle physics has dived into the study of its properties. The physics program of the LHC with the increase of the data set to 3-4 ab −1 of integrated luminosity, will provide a unique opportunity to study the strength and structure of the couplings of the Higgs boson to particles in the Standard Model, SM, and, possibly, to particles beyond.
In Refs. 7-9 the compatibility of the results reported by the LHC experiments using proton-proton Run I data with a scalar boson, H, of a mass around 270 GeV and the corresponding phenomenology has been discussed. While the amount of results reported with Run II data remains limited, first studies are available that shed light of the compatibility of this hypothesis with new data has been reported at Ref.
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This heavy boson would decay predominantly into h and another scalar boson, S. In Refs. 8, 9 S is considered a Higgs-like scalar with an additional interaction to Dark Matter, DM.
The production cross-section of pp → H → Sh would be at the level of 20 pb at 13 TeV. This represents a significant production mechanism of h, a where the Higgs boson would be accompanied by the decays of the S boson. Assuming that the S boson is Higgs-like, the Higgs boson would be expected to be produced with anomalously large jet and charged lepton multiplicity. As a result, the contamination from this production mechanism depends strongly on the final state used for the isolation of the Higgs boson signal. It is important to note that the compatibility of the data so far with H does not depend on the assumptions made on the nature of S so far.
The contamination from the pp → H → Sh process may be significant when measuring the Higgs boson rate inclusively using the h → γγ, ZZ(→ 4 ) decays. This potential contamination could be strongly reduced with the implementation of certain topological requirements. Two measurements of the Higgs boson rate are particularly important here: h → W ( * ) W ( * ) → ν ν and V h(→ bb), V = Z, W . The former is isolated with the application of jet vetoes and the latter requires large transverse momenta of the weak boson while requiring limited jet activity to suppress top-backgrounds. It is predicted that the Higgs boson rates measured with these two final states be suppressed relative to the prediction from the SM compared to the inclusive rates measured using the h → γγ, ZZ(→ 4 ) decays.
In this note a quantitative statement is made with regards to the potential contamination of the pp → H → Sh process to the measurement performed in the search for V h(→ bb), V = Z, W . The contamination on the measurement of the rate of the Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) mechanism and V (→ jj)h with the diphoton decay is also evaluated. The model dependence of these statements is discussed.
The phenomenological framework
We consider an effective Lagrangian approach with the introduction of two hypothetical real scalars, H and χ, which are beyond the SM (BSM) in terms of its particle spectrum, as discussed in Refs. 7, 9 This effective model can also be used a The total cross-section of the SM Higgs boson in proton-proton collisions at 13 TeV center of mass is 55 pb.
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to study other phenomenology associated with the Higgs boson physics. The formalism considers heavy scalar boson production though gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), which then decays into the SM Higgs and a pair of χ particles. As before, χ is considered as a DM candidate and therefore a source of missing transverse energy (E
miss T
). The transverse momentum of h will be distinct from that of the direct production via ggF.
The required vertices for these studies are:
where β g = y ttH /y tth is the scale factor with respect to the SM Yukawa top coupling for H, and it is therefore used to tune the effective ggF coupling. A similar factor β V is used for V V H couplings. The complete set of these new interactions are added to the SM Lagrangian, L SM , and thus the final Lagrangian is L = L SM + L BSM , where L BSM contains the terms beyond the SM interactions which is given by
Here, we should note that χ only interacts with the SM Higgs boson and the postulated heavy scalar H -not with the SM fermions and gauge bosons. We also require that χ is stable by imposing the appropriate symmetry conditions. Since we assume χ to be a DM candidate, there are non-negligible constraints on the associated parameters of the vertices that come from the relic density of DM and the DM-nuclei inelastic scattering cross sections. In addition to this, constraints arise from limits on the invisible BR of the SM Higgs boson. These leave a narrow choice of the mass of the DM candidate, m χ ∼ m h /2, as well as the parameter λ hχχ ∼ [0.0006 − 0.006]. We also assume that m H would lie in the range, 2m h < m H < 2m t to forbid the H → tt decay, as well as keep the H → hχχ decay on-shell.
In an effective field theory approach, we do not consider the actual origin of the Hhχχ coupling. One can assume that this effective interaction is mediated by the scalar particle S which will then decay in the mode S → χχ. This inclusion of S can open up various new possibilities in terms of search channels and phenomenology, as discussed in Refs. [7] [8] [9] The vertices defined above (in Eqs. 1 to 4) will be modified appropriately with S as an intermediate scalar and not as a DM candidate. S is a scalar particle with various decay modes, therefore having all possible decays to other SM particles. As a result, the symmetry requirements for a gauge invariant set of vertices in the Lagrangian is different. With the mass range m h m S m H −m h and m S > 2m χ , new possibilities for the processes in these studies include pp → H → Sh as well as pp → H → hh, considering the available spectrum of m S and the associated coupling parameters. There is a possibility to introduce a HSS vertex in the study, which participates further in a H → SS decay channel (similar to H → hh).
Following the effective theory approach, and after Electro-Weak symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian for singlet real scalar S can be written as:
where
Here
Other possible self interaction terms for S are neglected here since they are not of any phenomenological interest for our studies. Hence the total effective Lagrangian is:
It is interesting to note that the choice of narrow mass range for S, m S ∈ [m h , m H − m h ] provides an opportunity to see various phenomenological aspects of the model in contrast to h. The mass range for S may help to understand rates for a Higgs-like scalar in different possible production or decay modes too. An important feature to keep in mind is that all decay modes of S (i.e. S into jets, vector bosons, leptons, DM etc.) are possible. This features are explored to estimate the contamination of the process pp → H → Sh in the study of the Higgs boson couplings.
Tools and event selections
Samples were generated, showered and hadronized using Pythia 8.
11 The detector level simulation is performed with reasonably chosen parameters using Delphes 14 and jets were clustered using FastJet 15 with the anti-k T algorithm 16 using the distance parameter, R = 0.4. The factorization and normalization scales for the signal samples are fixed to the H mass. The cross-section for pp → H(→ Sh) + X is set to 10 pb for 13 TeV proton-proton center of mass, which is a conservative benchmark. The cross-sections for the SM production mechanisms come from the Higgs cross-section working group.
Here a number of final states are considered as important benchmarks for the study of Higgs boson couplings at the LHC. The contamination with respect to the relevant SM production mechanisms are evaluated for the following final states:
1. The production via VBF with h → γγ. 2. The associated production V h, V = Z, W with V → jj and h → γγ.
The associated production V h with h → bb.
A number of requirements are imposed on the phase-space. When two photons are present in the final state the following requirements are implemented:
where p γ T and η γ are the photon transverse momenta and pseudorapidity, respectively. It is required that the region of 1.37 < |η γ | < 1.52 be excluded. It is also required that:
where p γ1 T and p γ2 T are the leading and subleading photon transverse momenta, respectively, and m γγ is the di-photon invariant mass. The diphoton invariant mass, m γγ , is required to be in the range of 120 < m γγ < 130 GeV.
Hadronic jets are required to have a transverse momentum greater than 25 GeV and be in the range |η| < 4.5.
VBF, h → γγ
In addition to the aforementioned requirements on the photons, at least two hadronic jets are required such that:
where ∆Φ γγ,jj is the azimuthal angle difference between the diphoton and dijet systems.
V h, V → jj, h → γγ
where m jj is the leading dijet invariant mass, p T tγγ is the component of the diphoton transverse momentum that is orthogonal to the axis defined by the difference between the two photon momenta, 17, 18 and ∆η jj is the rapidity difference between the leading jets.
V h, h → bb
The search for the associated production V h with h → bb is typically performed according to the number of charged leptons (electrons or muons) in the final state: 0-lep, 1-lep and 2-lep categories. A number of requirements are imposed such that the transverse momentum of the weak boson be large while ensuring reduced jet activity. The event selection used here follows that reported in Ref. 19 It is important to note that multivariate techniques are used in addition to the event selections described below. The impact of the multivariate discriminants is not covered here.
0-lep
A lepton veto is applied consisting of no electrons with p T > 7 GeV, |η| < 2.47 and no muons with p T > 7 GeV, |η| < 2.7. The event is required to have less or equal than three jets, where the jet is defined as p T > 20 GeV in |η| < 2.5 or p T > 30 GeV in 2.5 < |η| < 4.5. Two b-tag jets are required with p T > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5, where the leading b-tag jet is required to have p T > 45 GeV. The scalar sum of all jets is denoted as S T , where S T > 120, 150 GeV for events with exactly two or three jets, respectively. It is required that E miss T > 150 GeV. The following topological conditions are imposed
,jet is the minimum azimuthal angle distance between E miss T and all jets. ∆Φ E miss T ,h and ∆Φ b1,b2 are the azimuthal angle difference between the E miss T and the Higgs boson candidate, and the two b-tag jets, respectively.
1-lep
Exactly one charged lepton is required with with p T > 25 GeV ,|η| <2.47 for electron or |η| < 2.7 for muons. A veto on additional charged leptons with 7 < p T < 25 GeV is applied. Events with an electron are required to have E 
2-lep
Exactly two charged leptons that are same flavor and opposite sign with p T > 7 GeV are required such that the dilepton invariant mass lie in the range 71 < m ll < 121. The event is required to have exactly two b-tag jets, as defined in Sec. 3.3.1. Two categories are made, depending on the weak boson candidate transverse momentum: p T V < 150 GeV and p T V > 150 GeV.
Results
Here the basic kinematic distributions are presented together with the expected contamination from the H → Sh decays into the corners of the phase-space defined in Sec. 3 . Figure 1 displays the diphoton transverse momentum and p T t (see Sec. 3.2). The distributions are normalized to unity. The kinematics of the production of H → Sh with h → γγ for representative masses of H, m H = 270 GeV and S = 140, 150, 160 GeV are compared with that of the relevant SM processes. For the choice of masses made here, the diphoton system tends to be softer than for the associated SM processes considered. Figure 2 displays jet related kinematics. The H → Sh production mechanism tends to have small jet veto survival probability, whereas a significant fraction of the events have exactly one jet. The jet multiplicity differential distribution has a strong model dependence that is not studied here. Similar discussion applies to the rest of the observables displayed in Fig. 2 . The dependence on the mass of S is not strong. Table 1 shows the yields for 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity for 13 TeV protonproton center of mass energy for the H → Sh production mechanism and SM associated production mechanisms. The yields correspond to the event selections for VBF, V h with h → γγ described in Sec. 3. Relevant here is the relative yield of the H → Sh production mechanism compared to those of the SM.
The distinctive topological features of the VBF mechanism (see Fig. 2 ) allows this mechanism to remain dominant with respect to other production mechanisms considered here. Assuming that the cross-section of pp → H(→ Sh) + X is set to 10 pb, the contamination is about 11%. Needless to say, this estimate depends on the assumption made here that S decays as a Higgs-like boson. The corresponding contamination from H → Sh in the hadronic V h search depends significantly on the S mass. The contamination grows from a small contribution with m S = 140 GeV to about 53% of the SM contribution when m S approaches twice the V masses. The experimental precision to date is not sufficient to establish contamination of the size discussed here. For instance, the most recent results from the CMS experiment (see Ref.
20 ) using the diphoton decay report a signal strength of µ V BF = 0.6
and µ V h,had = 4.1 +2.5 −2.3 . Data collected beyond Run II will be needed to determine if significant contamination is present in these final states. Figure 3 displays the jet and b-jet multiplicities using the production mechanisms discussed above with the h → bb decay. The V h production mechanism shows little jet activity. This is in contrast to the Higgs boson production in association with top quarks. The → Sh production mechanism displays more jet activity compared to the V h production mechanism. Figure 4 shows the transverse momentum of the V candidate in the event selections described in Sec 3. corresponding to the 0-lep category. The plot on the right corresponds to the pT V distribution in 1-lep and 2-lep events. The distributions are shown after the requirements of physical objects described in Sec. 3.3 and before topological requirements are imposed. The distinctive feature of the associated production V h in the SM is the large transverse momentum of the V, h candidates in the absence of large jet multiplicity (see the event selections in Sec. 3.3) . This is in contrast with the kinematics of the H → Sh production mechanism. The transverse momentum of the decay products in H → Sh are bound by the masses of the bosons. The corresponding spectrum of the E miss T in this production mechanism is significantly softer compared to what is expected in the SM. Table 2 shows the expected yields for 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity for 13 TeV proton-proton center of mass energy for the V h, h → bb event selections described in Sec. 3.3. The event selections for the 0-lep and 1-lep categories contain the stringent requirement that p T V > 150 GeV. This naturally suppresses the contribution from the H → Sh production mechanism, as indicated in Tab. 2.
The 2-lep category classifies events according to p T V , allowing events with p T V < 150 GeV in the search. In the low p T V category the contamination can be considerable, of order of the SM, while in the high p T V it is negligible. According to Ref., 19 the relative sensitivity of the 2-lep, low p T V carries about 10% of the sensitivity to the signal strength. As noted in Sec. 3.3, in addition to the event selection described there, multivariate techniques are applied to distinguish between the Higgs boson signal and SM non-resonant backgrounds. One of the input variables is p T V . This will further suppress the contribution from the H → Sh in this corner of the phase-space. However, this effect is not quantified here. Assuming σ(pp → H(→ Sh) + X) = 10 pb, the potential impact on the V h signal strength measurement would be less than 10%.
Summary
In Refs.
7-9 the compatibility of the proton-proton data reported in the Run I period with the presence of a heavy scalar with a mass around 270 GeV and its implications were explored. This boson would decay predominantly to H → Sh, where S, is a lighter scalar boson. The production cross-section of pp → H(→ Sh) + X is considerable and it would significantly affect the inclusive rate of h. Here the potential contamination of the H → Sh production mechanism in Higgs boson searches that impose topological requirements is evaluated. This is done assuming that the S boson has Higgs boson-like decays.
The contamination is evaluated in the search for the Higgs boson via VBF and V h, V → jj using the Higgs boson decay to two photons. Assuming σ(pp → H(→ Sh) + X) = 10 pb, the contamination would be about 11% and up to 53%, respectively. This contamination is expected to be model dependent. This aspect is not covered here. The level of accuracy of the measurements of the signal strenghts to date does not allow to draw conclusions. Data collected beyond Run II will be needed to determine if significant contamination is present in these final states.
The contamination is also evaluated in the search for V h, h → bb. The SM predicts that the transverse momentum of the weak boson be large associated with moderate jet multiplicity. This feature strongly suppresses the contamination provided p T V > 150 GeV. This statement is not expected to depend on the assumptions made on the decays of S and it is mostly determined by the size of the mass of H and S considered here. In the 2-lep and low p T V category, the contamination can be as large as the contribution from the SM. However, this category has little influence on the sensitivity to the signal strength. Assuming σ(pp → H(→ Sh) + X) = 10 pb, the impact on the measured signal strength would be less than 10%. Table 1 . Expected yields for 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity for 13 TeV proton-proton center of mass energy for the VBF, V h event selections described in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2. The H → Sh production mechanism is compared to SM associated production mechanisms. Errors correspond to the statistical error of the MC sample.
Production mechanism VBF h → γγ V h, V → jj, h → γγ H(270) → S (140) Table 2 . Expected yields for 36 fb −1 of integrated luminosity for 13 TeV proton-proton center of mass energy for the V h, h → bb event selections described in Sec. 3.3. The H → Sh production mechanism is compared to SM associated production mechanisms. Errors correspond to the statistical error of the MC sample. 
